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This presentation focuses on guiding interior designers 
and architects who care about the environment to carry 
out their projects with the requirements of the LEED ID + 
C certification. A certification focused on the interior of 
a building or construction that is related to materials and 
finishes, manufacturing materials, design and construc-
tion of interior spaces making them more sustainable, re-
ducing environmental impact and improving the quality 
of the environment inside. 

Know the LEED ID + C criteria for a space to be sus-
tainable. know what are the bases of each criterion 
and how to apply it.

L.E.E.D. (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is an 
international certification process issued by the American Coun-
cil for the Construction of Green Buildings U.S.G.B.C. (U.S. Green 
Building Council).

The USGBC certifies those who are committed 
to a better world and meet all the requirements 
of the construction, operation and maintenan-
ce of buildings for optimal performance in en-
vironmental and energy.

LEED ID + C allows project teams, who may 
not have control over full construction opera-
tions, the opportunity to develop interior 
spaces that are better for the planet and for 
people.

This type of certification helps us to be more 
aware of the environment and the care of this. 
The interior designer has a very important role 
in what is sustainability, since it is in his hands to 
make his projects completely natural and with 
recyclable materials, while making aesthetic 
and green spaces. 
The objective of LEED is to recognize projects 
with innovative construction features and sus-
tainable construction strategies

Location and transport: Alternatives to car use 
are encouraged, such as walking, cycling or 
even car sharing.

Water efficiency:This section is based on 
water efficiency for water conservation. Re-
cognize the use of alternative and non-po-

Energy and atmosphere: This category talks 
about the reduction of energy use, renewable 
energy sources and design strategies that are 
efficient in the use of energy.

Materials and resources: It focuses on mini-
mizing the embodied energy and the im-
pacts associated with the extraction, pro-
cessing, transportation, maintenance and 
disposal of construction materials.

Indoor environmental quality:This category 
tells us about indoor air quality and thermal, 
visual and acoustic comfort.

Leed has a series of credits, having met 
these requirements your space will be 
fully sustainable.
 

with a small guide of the categories, 
you will be able to know a little about 
the credits and have the bases and in 
this way your interiors are sustainable.
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